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ABma 

Speech comunication is often disturbed by acoustic room 
noise in the environment of the speaker. This paper presents 
a self-adapting noise reduction system which is based on 
a 4-microphone array combined with an adaptive post-filtering 
scheme. Noise reduction is achieved by utilizing the direc- 
tivity gain of the array and by reducing the residual noise 
through post-filtering of the received microphone signals. 
The post-filtering scheme depds on a Wiener filter esti- 
mating the desired speech signal and is computed from short- 
term measurements of the autocorrelation and cross-correla- 
tion functions of the microphone signals. The performance 
of the filtering scheme is increased substantially by addi- 
tional post-processing of the cross-correlation measurements. 
The noise reduction system has been tested experimentally 
in a typical office room. The system produces an enhanced 
speech signal with barely noticeable residual noise if the 
input SNR is greater than 0 dB. The received noise power 
- measured in the absence of the speech signal - can be 
reduced by 28 dB. 

I. moDumoN 

In a speech comication system the speech signal re- 
ceived by the microphone is often disturbed by an additive 
noise component which is caused by acoustic noise sources 
in the environment of the speaker. Several algorithms for 
noise reduction have been proposed; however, most of them 
fail in practical applications due to the complexity of 
real noise sources. For instance, noise filtering schems 
with single-microphone input which are based on measurements 
of noise statistics in speech pauses [l] can hardly be ap- 
plied for non-stationary noise sources. Noise cancellation 
systems with primary and reference microphone input [2] show 
a strong decrease in performance if the noise source cannot 
be modelled as a single point-source [3,4]. Microphone 
arrays with a null-steering post-processor (adaptive beam 
forming [SI) do not perform well in reverberant rooms, be- 
cause the interfering noise signals arrive from nearly all 
directions due to multipath room reflections. 

In this paper, a noise reduction system with multiple 
microphone input is presented which reduces the received 
room noise in two different steps. The system is based on 
a two-dimensional microphone array with 4 microphones, which 
is steered towards the direction of the desired sound source 
(speaker). In the first step, the directivity gain of the 
microphone array is utilized for noise reduction. In the 
second step, the microphone signals are post-filtered using 
an adaptive Wiener filter which estimates the desired speech 
signal. 

11. NOISE REWCTION SYSTEM 

Fig. 1 shows the noise reduction system. The signah 
received by microphones M . . .Mh pass the beam steering unit 
with delays TI ... T4, whi2 are adjusted such that the de- 
sired speech signal s arrives simultaneously in the four 
signals 

x. - s + ni ; i = 1...4 . ( 1) 1 -  

In the first step, the effect of the noise components ni is 
reduced by computing the averaged signal 

. I  

In the second step, the residual noise is decreased addition- 
ally by post-filtering xs , yielding the speech signal esti- 
mate . The adaptation of the post-filtering scheme is 
based on the well-known fact that the correlation between two 
received microphone signals in a reverberant room decreases 
with increasing distance between the two microphones and 
also with increasing distance between microphones and sound 
source. Hence, to discriminate between wanted signal s and 
interfering noise components ni , it is necessary that the 
desired speaker is relatively close to the microphone array 
(the direct sound dominates), the noise sources are more 
distant to the array (the reflected sounds dominate), and 
the distance between adjacent microphones is not too small. 
On these assumptions, the received noise components can 
be regarded as being mutually uncorrelated, and the complete 
system can be adapted automatically. The adaptation is based 
on short-term measurements of autocorrelation and cross- 
correlation of the microphone signals x1 ... x4 , which are 
evaluated in the frequency domain. A particular post-process- 
ing algorithm (described below) increases the performance 
of the noise reduction system substantially. The adaptive 
Wiener filter, which is implemented in the time domain, 
is finally computed from the processed correlation measure- 
ments. 

A similar approach for noise reduction has been investi- 
gated by Kaneda and Tohyama [6]. However, the scheme in [6] 
is based on a 2-microphone system and does not include post- 
processing of the cross-correlation meaSurmt. A 4-micro- 
phone system with adaptive post-filtering, where the LMS 
algorithm is used for adaptation of the \!her filter, has 
been presented by the author [7]. Compared with the system 
in Fig. 1, the LMS-adapted schem [7] is easier to imple- 
ment, but is inferior in noise reduction performance. 

111. A D m  posT-FILT"G 

For determining the optimum Wiener filter, let us consider 
the time domain sequence 

x(m) = s(m) + n(m) , ( 3 )  
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where m is the sampling index, s(m) the speech signal, and 
n(m) an additive noise signal being independent of s(m). The 
Wiener filter with coefficients w(j), defined in the index 
range I := {J d j d K] , yields the signal estimate 

sA(m) = c w(j) x(m-j) . ( 4) 
j€I 

Minimization of the mean-squared error E[( s(m) - G(m) )2] 
leads to the well-known discrete Wiener-Hopf equation, which 
can be formulated here as 

Functions F&(*) and Rss(*) are the autocorrelation func- 
tions of signals x(m) and s(m), respectively. 

For application of 4. 5 in the post-filtering scheme 
of Fig. 1, functions % ( e )  and R ( e )  have to be estimated 
from the observed microphone s i a s  xi(m) ; i=l.. .4. &(-) 
can be estimated innnediately from each of the four micro- 
phone signals xi(m) . Rss(-) can be estimated from the cross 
correlation of two microphone signals xi(m) and x.(m) if 
noise components n (m). . .n4(m) are mutually uncodelated and 
independent of s(m$ : 

E[xi(m) xj(m+l)] = E[ (s(m)+ni(m)) (s(m+l)+nj(m+l))] 

= Rss(l) for i z j 

The convolutional canputations for estimating % ( e )  and 
R ( e )  are carried out in the frequency domain using the 
d%rete Fourier transform (DFT) with block length L . Each 
block of W 2  consecutive samples (xi(m)) is appended by 
U2 zeros and then transformed into the frequency domain 
yielding the DFT coefficients 

(Yi(k)) ; k = O...Gl and i = 1. ..4 . ( 7) 

From Yl(k). . .Y4(k) we compute the auto-spectral density 
1 4  

A(k) = 7; E IYi(k)12 ; k = O...Gl 
i=l 

and the cross-spectral density 
1 3  4 * 
6 i=l j=i+l 

C(k) = - C L Yi(k) Yj(k) ; k = O.s.L-1 , ( 9 )  

where * denotes the conjugate complex value. 
functions a(m) and c(m) (see also Fig. l), which are esti- 
mates of autocorrelation functions I$$*) and Rss!*), 
respectively. Finally, coefficients w J )  of the Wiener fil- 
ter are computed according to Eq. (5) . 

The inverse DFTs of A(k) and C(k) lead to the time domain 

IV. F'OST-PRCEESSIIK OF CROSS-CORRELATION MEASURBENR 

Since the adaptive filtering s c h e  has to track the 
time-varying statistics of the desired speech signal, the 
block length L is restricted to a relatively small value. 
h e  to this restriction, cross-spectral density C(k) 
contains an estimation error which causes an audible resid- 
ual noise in output signal $ . This residual noise can 
be reduced by implementing a cross-correlation post-pro- 
cessing algorithm, which is described in the following. 

Yi(k) Y:(k) in C(k) can be modelled as 
Let us assume that the cross-spectral component 

Yi(k) Yi(k) = S(k) + Nij(k) , 
where S(k) is the auto-spectral density of speech signal 
s(m) (real-valued) and N. '(k) is an additive zero-mean esti- 
mation error (complex-va&d) with a phase angle distributed 
uniformly over [0 , 2n] ; Nij(k) being independent of S(k). 

The variances of real and imaginary parts of N. '(k) are 
defined as U 

E[Re2(Nij(k)]] = E[Im2{Nij(k)]1 = V(k) . (11) 

Note that in the absence of the speech signal s the term 
N. '(k) is identical to the measured cross-spectral density 
oiJthe two noise signals ni(m) and n.(m) . Variance V(k) 
then simply indicates the power of tie received noise at fre- 
quency-index k . The model assumption in Eq. (10) provides 
a useful tool for developing the post-processing algorithm, 
and its applicability is confirmed by the performance im- 
provements achieved in the experiments described below. 

steps: 

step 1: sylronetrical cross-correlation function 

density, it has to be real-valued (analogously, the tine 
domain function c(m) has to be ymetrid). Thus we define 
a modified estimation c(k) , where 

The effect of estimation error Nij(k) is reduced in two 

Since C(k) represents an estimation of an auto-spectral 

Re(F(k)) = Re(C(k)) and Im(E(k)) = 0 . (12) 

In comparison with the estimation C(k), the estimation error 
variance in c(k) is cut in half, since only the real parts 
of (Nij(k)) have an effect on c(k) . 
step 2: decreasing the amplitudes of cross-spectrum estima- 

tion in noisy frequency regions 
Each of the spectral density coefficients 

(S(k); M...L-l) can be estimated from 6 basic measurements 
of cross-spectral density, which can be written according to 
Eqs. (10) and (12) as 

Eij(k) = Re(Yi(k) Yy(k)) 

= S(k) + Re(Nij(k)) , (13) 

where ij is an element of the munt of index pairs 
IP := [12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34) . Now we replace estimation 
C(k) in Eq. ( 9 )  by the post-processed estimation 

1 
P(k) = 4k) - E cij(k) , (14) 

6 ijcIP 
where 4k) represents a frequency-dependent reduction factor. 
Factor 4k) is determined by m'nimizing the mean-squared 

(Nij(k); ij € IP) are mutually uncorrelated and are independ- 
ent of S(k), it is easy to show that 4k) is given by 

estimation error E[(S(k)-P(k)) I ] . If the six components 

1 
4k) = S2(k) / (S2(k) + V(k)) . (15) 

The higher the estimation error variance V(k), the smaller 
is the reduction factor 4k). 

V(k). Both terms are estimated solely from the observed 
6 measurement values (cij(k) ; ij E IP). 

a) estimation of S2(k): 
We start with the cross-spectral density ?(k), set nega- 

tive values of ?(k) to zero (since S(k) has to be non-nega- 
tive), and square the resulting terms. This squared spectrum 
is then smoothed by averaging ove neighboured indexes of 

b) estimation of V(k): w 

can be caused only by the effect of Nij(k) (see 4. t13)). 
Hence, we can use the observed negative values of 
(Ci-(k) ; ij€IP) for estimating V(k). Let us denote the 
numkr of negative values by M (M Q 6). We compute the 
average 

For evaluating Eq. (15), we have to estimate S2(k) and 

k and used as the estimation of S 5 (k) in 4. (15). 

Since S(k) is non-negative, a negative value of C. '(k) 
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N 1 "2 
V(k) = E Cij(k) 

* .  .- 
LJ 

for those ij where ij€ IP and 
Finally, (V"(k) , k 4 . .  . G l F s  ii?mthed by averaging over 
neighboured values of k and the smoothed version is used 
as the estimation of V(k) in l?q. (15). 

'(k) < 0 . 

Equation (16) produces an underestimation of variance 
V(k) if S(k) is not equal to zero. This behaviour is not 
critical, however, since there is no need for reducing 
spectral density estimation P(k) in those frequency regions 
where S2(k) is essentially larger than V(k). On the other 
hand the procedure of evaluating only the negative terms 
of (&a . (k)) has the advantage of being robust against small 
misadlhments of the beam steering unit. For small misad- 
justments , the speech component in the cross-spectral den- 
sity is complex-valued instead of real-valued, but its real 
part will hardly be negative. Hence, an overestimation of 
V(k) is avoided in such cases. 

The post-processing procedure described above reduces 
particularly the residual noise in the inter-formant fre- 
quency regions. The output speech signal then sounds nearly 
noise-free even for high noise levels at the system input. 

V. ADDITIONAL DETAILS OF TfE NOISE REDUCTION SYS" 

The residual noise in output signal ̂s , which is still 
audible in speech pauses, can be reduced additionally by 
implementing a "coherence detector" which decides whether 
there is a coherent signal (e.g. the desired speech signal) 
or pure noise in the received microphone signals x1 ... x4. 
The detector decision controls an attenuation factor for 
reducing the amplitude of the output signal. The detector 
decision is a soft decision, i.e. the mre the received 
signals resemble pure noise signals, the stronger is the 
attenuation. The decision is based on a comparison of ampli- 
tudes of positive and negative values in (c(k); k=O.. .L1): 

If signals XI ... x4 are pure noise signals, f3 is about one; 
for coherent signals x1...x4 the value of f3 is considerably 
larger than one. 

an efficient noise reduction also in the low-frequency re- 
gion. The lower the frequency is, the more two received 
noise signals q(m) and n.(m) resemble each other, i.e. 
the more they seem to be $orrelated. This effect decreases 
the noise reduction performance of the Wiener filter for 
low frequencies. It can partly be soompensated by increasing 
the values of variance estimation V(k) in the low-frequency 
region. This frequency-dependent increasing factor (which 
also depends on the dimensions of the microphone array) can 
be determined from statistical measurements with noise sig- 

It has to be mentioned that the noise reduction system 
is robust against some residual correlation between the 
received noise signals also in the other frequency regions. 
This property is achieved by estimating V(k) according to 
Eq. (16), since it is highly probable even for (slightly) 
czrrelated noise signals that at least one of the six term 
(Cij(k)) is negative. Such a negative value indicates a 
noise signal in that frequency region, which can then be 
attenuated by applying the post-processing algorithm. 

The post-processing scheme described in Section IV allows 

MlS . 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The noise reduction system described above has been tested 
experimentally in a typical office room (25 m2 area; 
0.8 s reverberation tine). The acoustic noise field is gener- 
ated by four real noise sources (e.g. a drilling machine), 
which are spatially distributed. The microphone array is 
configured as a 2-dimensional array, where the microphones 
are placed in the edges of a square of 0.6 m x 0.6 m . The 
distance between microphone array and desired speaker is 
0.6 m . 
for two noise signals ni(m) and n.(m) in adjacent microphones 
of the array (Fig. 2). The measur& correlation is relatively 
small, with the exception of low frequencies and certain 
discrete frequencies which correspond to the harmonics of 
the machine rotations. Hence, we can regard the basic assump 
tion of mutually uncorrelated noise signdls (ni(m)) as being 
fulfilled. 

lows: the sampling frequency is 8 kHz, the data length U 2  
is 256 samples (data segment of 32 ms), 33 coefficients 
are used for post-filtering (J=-16, K=16). Computation of 
filter coefficients is done every 16 ms ; in between the 
filter coefficients are interpolated linearly. The automatic 
adjustment of the beam-steering delays has not been realized 
yet; the delays have been set to fixed values corresponding 
to the direction of the desired speaker. 

Fig. 3 shows the noise power spectra measured at single- 
microphone input xi and at output $ of the system (measured 
in the absence of the speech signal s). Note that this meas- 
urement is based on a system simulation, where the coherence 
detector is not implemented (otherwise a murement of 
noise power at signal ̂s would be senseless). The noise power 
can be reduced by 28 dB for frequencies greater than 0.3 
kHz . In this figure of 28 dB, a portion of 10 dB is due 
to the additional cross-correlation post-processing imple- 
mented in the system. 

Adaptation of the Wiener filter to the time-varying speech 
spectrum is demonstrated in Fig. 4 for a speech syllable 
(time increment: 16 ms). The transfer functions of the Wiener 
filter reflect precisely the formant structure of the speech 
signal, even for input signal-to-noise ratios as low as 
0 dB (as in Fig. 4b). 

The noise reduction system produces an enhanced speech 
signal with barely noticeable residual noise if the input 
signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 0 dB. The output speech 
signal is free of "musical tones" or other extra noise, 
which can often be observed with noise filtering schemes 
based on single-microphone input. 

First of all, the coherence function has been measured 

The parameters of the noise reduction system are as fol- 

VII. coNcLus1oNs 

A self-adapting noise reduction system for application 
in reverberant rooms has been presented, which offers the 
following advantages: 
* A priori knowledge about statistics of speech or noise 
signals is not necessary; the system does work reliably 
even if the noise itself consists of speech signals . 

* Power density spectra and room positions of the noise 
sources may vary arbitrarily with time. 

* There is no limit on the number of noise sources which 
can be tolerated by the system (the system performs even 
the better the more noise sources are present). 

* A slight residual correlation in the received noise signals 
does not decrease the performance of the system. 

* The speech output signal of the noise reduction system 
is free of musical tones or other extra noise. 
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Fig. 2. Coherence function measured for two noise signals 
from adjacent microphones 
(distance between microphones: 60 cm) 

Fig. 1. 

Block diagram of the 
noise reduction system 
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Fig. 3. Power density spectrum of noise signal (speech 
signal s = 0) ,  measured in a system without 
coherence detector 
solid line : spectrum at system input xi ~ 

dotted line : spectrum at system output s 

Fig. 4. Adaptation of Wiener filter to time-varying 
speech spectrum 
a) short-term spectra of speech signal s 
b) transfer functions of Wiener filter 
(38 at system input xi : 0 dB) 
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c ross  - spectra l  dens i t y  
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